THE GREAT OUTDOORS

PICNICKING WITH
LOGIS DE BRAY
ANJOU ROUGE

NEVER TASTED

Nothing says summer like
a picnic in the park. Next
time you pack your basket,
include this crowd-pleasing
Anjou Rouge with soft
cheeses and spicy salami
for an unforgettable
treat. Feel free to bring
multiple bottles, since
this beauty with
cherry and raspberry
notes comes from
Loire, one of France's
more affordable
regions for reds.

SO GOOD
At Wine4Food.com, we're all about finding the perfect pairing. Whether you're beaching, boating,
picnicking, or glamping ('cause who really wants to camp), here's your definitive list of wines to
enhance your summer fun.
Written by Carole Mac
@carole.mac

BEACHING WITH CASTELLO
DELLE REGINE ROSÉ
Now that the weather is warm and we
are free, we must hit the beach! My
favorite accompaniment to a sandy
spot with a big shady umbrella is
robust Rosé. This Italian bottle from
Umbria does the trick with notes of
ripe strawberry and violet.

BOATING WITH CLARA
BENEGAS CHARDONNAY
When you're on the water,
why not chart a new course
and explore Chardonnay from
an unexpected region. Before
Malbec was a thing, Argentina
was known for Chardonnay.
Try this one from Mendoza,
and you won't be disappointed
with its crisp, unoaked flavors of
passionfruit and citrus.

GLAMPING WITH
CAVE DE RIBEAUVILLÉ
OSTERBERG RIESLING
I don't know about you, but
I love gazing as the stars
on a warm summer night.
If you're glamping, there's
no commute home. And
since you've already
taken your experience up
a notch over camping,
pack this stellar Grand
Cru Riesling with notes
of exotic mango and
honey from Osterburg
for a special treat.
Because you're fancy

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT WINE AT HOME?
Enjoy our fun, informative new series, Somm School Insider, following Wine4Food’s Carole Mac’s journey inside the
Sommelier Society of America. To watch these short, shareable episodes, visit Wine4Food.com(@wine_4_food).

